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The two-point nonhomogeneous boundary value problems generated by an 
integro-differential expression in the space of normalized bounded variations are 
replaced by simpler problems generated by differential systems. The boundary 
conditions considered are most general up to a finite dimension and the results are 
formulated in such a way that no matrix equations are involved and no inter- 
mediate adjoint operators or intermediate subspaces are referred to. 
INTRODUCTION 
The existence of solutions of nonhomogeneous boundary value problems 
has had an extensive study. A traditional way of studying it is through 
Green’s functions. This has been used extensively, for example, in [ 1, 3, lo] 
for first order regular differential systems with or without perturbed terms, 
and in [8, 9, 1 l-131, for first order regular integro-differential systems. The 
another way, which was developed in [6] and is algebraic in nature, is to 
treat the problem as a special case of an abstract heorem in a Banach space. 
This method is independent on Green’s functions and has been applied in 
Section 2 of [6] to study the problem generated by finitely many regular or 
singular higher order differential systems. In all the above cases, the 
underlying spaces are in essence FP-type spaces, and consequently the 
original system and its adjoint system are either a differential system or an 
integro-differential system. 
The purpose of this paper is to study by the latter method the existence of 
solutions of nonhomogeneous boundary value problems generated by a 
regular higher order differential system when the underlying space is the 
Banach space of continuous functions. Since this is not on Y7,-space, its 
adjoint system, called a Coddington adjoint [2], is no longer a differential 
system. Thus the problem involves two adjoints, a Lagrange adjoint and a 
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Coddington adjoint. The main result of this paper is Theorem 2.5 (its dual 
version is Theorem 2.4). There it is shown that the existence of solutions of 
bounded variation to a complicated nonhomogeneous boundary value 
problem, (NBP)+, generated by an integro-differential equation is replaced 
by a simpler problem generated by a differential system in the space of 
continuous functions. The boundary conditions considered there are most 
general up to a finite dimension. The theorem is self-contained in the sense 
that no matrix equations are involved and no intermediate adjoint operators 
or intermediate subspaces are referred to. Finally some general examples are 
worked out. Any element in CN will be viewed as a 1 x N matrix. For a 
matrix P, its transpose and conjugate transpose are denoted by P’ and P*. 
For a linear manifold T, its domain, range, adjoint and preadjoint are 
denoted by 9(T), 9(T), p and *T, respectively. The k X k identity matrix 
is denoted by I,. 
1. NONHOMOGENEOUS BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
Let T, c T, be two closed linear manifolds in the direct sum X, 0 X, of 
Banach spaces X, ,X, such that N = dim T/T, < co.Let 
T, L Cc N +-=c 
be linear operators such that B is continuous, onto with kernel T,,, and B+ is 
w*-continuous, linear with kernel c. Let C be the N x N invertible matrix 
such that 
b;(a,) - 6&z,) = iB(a) C(B+(b))* 
for all a = {a,, a?} E T, ,b = (b,, b, } E c. The following theorem was 
proved in [6]. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let P be an m x N constant matrix of rank m. Let 
a2 E .a(T,), y E 6” be given. Consider the nonhomogeneous boundary value 
problem (NBP): Find a, E g(T,) such that 
a= {a,,a,}E T, and P(B(a))* = yf. 
Then we have the following: 
(I) If (NBP) has a solution in g(T,), then 
&(a,) = ijj(PP*)- ‘PC(B+ (b))* 
for all b = {b,, 0) E T*, or equivalently, for all b = {b2, 0) E ir$ such that 
(IN - P*(PP*)- ‘P) C(B+ (6))” = O,, 1, 
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where 
T= {aE T, II’@(a))* =OmX1}. 
(II) Assume further that 
dim M( T,,) = dim -H^( e) = 0, 
N = dim M(T,) + dim .H(T,*). 
Then 
(i) If the conclusion of (I) holds, then (NH’) has a solution y in 
24 (T,). 
(ii) Zf m = dim. Y(T,) and dim M(T) = 0, then (NBP) has a unique 
solution. 
Remark 1.1. It is shown in [6] that 
r” = {bE l-$ ( [zN-P*(zJP*)-‘P] C@+(b))* =O,,,}. 
The following is a dual version of the above theorem. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let P be an ti x N constant matrix of rank fi. Let 
b, E .%?(T$), FE G’ be given. Consider (NBP)+: Find 6, E g(c) such that 
b={b,,b,}Ec and &R+(b))* = r’. 
We have the following: 
(I) Zf (NBP)+ has a solution in g(c), then 
b,(a,) = if(@*)-‘&*@?(a))*, 
for all a = {a,, 0) E *?, or equivalently, for all a = {a,, 0) E T, such that 
[I, - F*(lT*)-‘F] C*(B(a))* = o,, ,) 
where 
T= {bE c IF@+(b))* =OGX,}. 
(II) Assume that 
dim .,V(T,,) = dim M(q) = 0, 
N= dim.&.(T,) +dim.fl(T$). 
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Then 
(i) Zf the conclusion of (I) holds, then (NBP)+ has a solution. 
(ii) Zf fi = dim. 4”(c) and dim-Y(n = 0, then (NBP)+ has a unique 
solution. 
Proof Define a natural pairing <, > i on (X$ @ q) 0 (X, 0 X,) by 
(v%, 4 1, {a1 3 %I>1 = bl@l) - M4 
for all a = {a,, a2} E X, 0 X2, b = {b2, b,} E Xf Op. Here x* denotes the 
conjugate dual of X. Then 
(b, a), = iB+(b) C*(B(u))*, uET,,bEc. 
Now use the same methods which are used to prove Theorem 1.5 in [6]. 
Remark 1.2. It is shown in [6] that 
*T= {a E TI 1 [ZN-~*(~~*)-‘~] C*(B(u))* =(I,,,}. 
The advantages of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, and Remarks 1.1 and 1.2 are their 
simple descriptions provided that boundary operates B, B+ and the 
corresponding invertible matrix C are given. 
2. NONHEMOGENEOUS RIEMAN~TIELTJES CONDITIONS FOR 
ORDINARY LINEAR DIFFERENTIAL SYSTEMS IN SF(i) @ g(i) 
We will study in this section the existence of solutions to differential 
systems with Rieman-Stieltjes nonhomogeneous conditions. The underlying 
spaces will be U(i) and its conjugate dual space, F*(i), where q’(i) is the 
Banach space of r x 1 continuous matrix-valued functions defined in a 
closed bounded interval i = [a, b] with supremum norm. SF*(i) is identified 
as NBV(i), the Banach space of I x 1 matrix-valued bounded variations p 
defined in [a, b] such that y(u) = O,, i, and p is continuous from the right in 
the open interval (a, b). The NBV(i) is provided with the total variation 
norm [2]. The natural pairing (, ) on V(i) 0 NBV(i) is given via 
Riemann-Stieltjes integral by 
P(f) = u cl) = jb w>*f(s>v f E U(i), lu E NBV(i). 
(1 
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Let r be an nth order differential expression acting on I x 1 matrix-valued 
functions y defined in [a, b] by 
n 
ry = c pk ytk), 
0 
where the pk are r X r matrices in G?‘“(i), and p,, is invertible on i. Following 
[2], let us denote by BV:-‘(i) the linear space of all r x 1 matrix-valued 
functions h defined on [a, b] such that (i) h E G??“-‘(i), h(“-*) E A C(i), (ii) 
h(‘-‘) possesses a right-hand derivative, I$‘-‘), on the open interval (a, b), 
and I$‘- “(a+) and hy-“(b-) exist, (iii) if we denote by h(“-‘) the function 
defined on [a, b] by 
h’“-“(s) = izl”-‘)(a+), s = a, 
= hl”- ‘j(s), u<s<b, 
= hr - “(b-), s = b, 
then h(“-‘) is of bounded variation on [a, b], is continuous from the right on 
(a, b). We emphasize here that by definition /~~-“(a) = /$‘-‘)(a+), 
h:-“(b) = hj”-“(b-). 
Define an integro-differential expression r+ on BV:-‘(i) by 
r+h = $ (-)“[(pj*h)“-l’(s) - (pj*h)“-‘)(a)] 
+ 
J 
-s PO*(X) h(x) dx. 
(I 
Let y’(i), y(t) (t E i) be the 2m x 1 and rn x 1 vectors defined by 
y(t) 
Y’ (4 
Y(t) = . 
i i 
3 Y(i) = 
v-(a) 
y’“l”(t) 
( 1 .W) ’ 
Let ,9(t) (see p. 73 of [2], where m = r in this case) be the m x rn inver- 
tible matrix depending on the pk and their derivatives uch that for all t,, t, 
with a < t, < t, < b, 
I 
‘2 
z”ry dx - 
‘I 
jtf; ($’ C-1 )“(p:z)‘“‘) * Y dx 
= z”(b) ~w,>F~t*> - z”(t,> am 
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for all r x 1 matrix-valued functions y and z in U”(i). If g is an r X 1 matrix- 
valued function which is Lebesgue integrable on [a, b], then pug is the element 
in NBV(i) defined by 
PgW = f L?(X) dx9 a<s<b. 
L1 
Define an operator iL”; on g(i) @ E(i) by 
Here (i) x, and x2 are r x N, (N, = 2m) and r x Nz finite matrix functions in 
F(i). We do not assume that the columns of x1 (resp. x2) are linearly 
independent, (ii) ,u, and ,uu, are r X N2 matrices in NBV(i). We bisect x, as 
xl = h~,~1~ where xl1 and xl2 are r x rn. Let W, and W, be the r X d 
finite matrices in F(i) such that 
29-r { ( w, 8, w, S’} 16 E Cd} 
is d-dimensional and 
Let W: and W: be the r x d+ finite matrices in NBV(i) such that 
Yv-+ Es {{w:(d)+)‘, w:(@)+)‘} 1 a+ E Cd’} 
is d+-dimensional and 
PO* nw+ = {O}, 
where 
Let P,, , P,, , P,, P,, P, be arbitrary but fixed m X rn, m X rn, m X N2, 
mxd, mxd+ constant matrices such that the rank of m X N 
(N s 2rn + N, + d + dt ) composition matrix P defined by 
p- [P,,,P,2,P2,P3~P41 
is of rank m. 
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Let P,, , P,, , pz, pj, p,, be arbitrary but fixed rii x m, #‘I x rn, rii X N,, 
iii x d, rii x dt constant matrices such that the 61 x N composition matrix p 
defined by 
is of rank ti. 
Let us defme 19,, 19, in NBV(I’) by 
e,(s) = or,,, s = a, 
= -I,, s E (a, b], 
e,(s) = or,,5 s E [a, b), 
=I,, s = b. 
The formal expression r+h + e,(s) ci + &(s)ck is called a Coddington 
adjoint [2]. We now formulate the main problems of this paper. These are 
the existence theorems for the nonhomogeneous boundary value problems 
(NBP) and (NBP)+: 
(NBP): Suppose z E 9(Y,)), w2 E .5?(ZV’J and y E C” are given. Find 
y E ST’“(i) and 6 E Cd such that 
(9 (v)(s) + ~xAsMi) + &(S)jb Wl)* y + WJ* VI 
(I 
+ W*(s)6 = z(s) + wz(s), all s E [a, b], 
(4 P,, G(a) + PI2 Y(b) + P2 jb ((QJ*v + (&I* v> 
(1 
+ P, 6* + P, 
I 
’ ((dW:)* 9, y - (dW;)* y) = y’. 
a 
(NBP)+: Suppose that z E NBV(I’), w: E .9(W’) and ‘y”E Cfi are given. 
Find h, cO,cb, a,6+ with h EBT-‘(i), c,E C,cb E C’,CYE U?‘Z, 6+ ECU+ 
such that 
(i) i (-ly’[Pyh)“-l’(s) - (PTh)“-“(a)] +jS P:(x) h(x) dx 
1 a 
+ e,(s) c: + e,(s) cf, -p&) a’ + w:(d+)’ 
= z(s) + w:(s) for all s E [a, b], 
+ b&Ah ds + (44 a*) I (1 I 
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+p”** 
I 
4--fi’wmJ) + (Cb, L(n-l))l* 




ob (fl dW: - c dW:)(6+)* 
t W,(a) Cd - w’,(b) cb* 
I 
t P&3+)* = v”. 
We will say that {y, { W, 8, W, 6’)) is a solution of (NBP) corresponding to 
z,w2 and y. The tuple {h, c,, cb, {,uza’,-~,a’}, (W:(J+)‘, Wz(6+)‘}} is called 
a solution of (NBP)+ corresponding to z, WC, j? 
We remark here that the boundary conditions (ii) in (NBP) and (NBP)+ 
are most general (up to a finite dimension) generated by 9,. 
First we define basic minimal and maximal operators T,(t) and T,(r) as 
follows: 
T,(r) = 1 {Y, ~YI I Y E @“(i>L 
T,(r) = 11 Y, TY 1 I Y E ~‘“(0~ Ri) = 02rn xI I. 
These are linear manifolds in ‘F(i) 0 g(i), and their fundamental properties 
are well worked out in [2]. In fact, this is the basis for our further 
development of the present opic. 
Throughout this paper we assume that the V defined on T,(r) by 
V({Y, ~YI)= 
[ 
~Q),jb ((&)*y + (dc12)* TV)’ 1 (2 
is onto C2rn+N2. 
Remark 2.1. We can write V as 
(2.3) 
V({Y, TV)) = jb ((&d*y + (d/d* TY)', (1 X (2m t N2)). 
a 
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Then we can check easily that the following are equivalent: 
(i) V is onto. 
(ii) ({p:, , pu’;,} ( 1 < k < 2m + N2) rn is linearly independenf in 
NBV(i) @ NBV(i), where &, and pi,, are the kth column of,u10 and ,u2,. ,uto 0 lo 
(iii) The 2m + N, jiinctionals rn
1 Y, SY I + jb N&o)* y + C&:0>* TY) 
a 
are linearly independent on T,(z). 
Remark 2.2. If the N2 columns of ,u, are linearly independent, p,(b) = 
iu,(b-) = Orx,v2~ 2 E BY!(i), (r+&)(s) = O,, I, all s E [a, b], then V is onto. 
Proof: Let a and ,LI be the 1 x 2m and 1 x N, constant vectors such that 
d(i) +Pjb tW,)* Y + (dp,)* TY} = 0, all y E S.?(i). 
a 
This is true, in particular, for y E a(T,(t)). Then {~J*,-~rp*} E c(r). By 
Theorem 10.3, 121, there exist h E BV:-‘(i), co, c, in C’ such that 
jf,p* =ph, -p,p* =z+h + e,cy, + e,c;. 
Then since ,uu,(b) =,u,(b-) = (z+h)(b) = O,, 1, we see that --plp* = z+h E 
0 rx,’ Thus P=&xv It follows that aF(i) = 0, all y E ‘F’(i), and so 
a=%X2m. This shows that V is onto. This completes the proof. 
Let us denote 
Then 
v-‘(0))” = c?(r) i (k42, --PI I) (direct sum). (2.4) 
The algebraic sum is direct because N, = dim T,(r)/T,(r) (p. 91 of [2]), and 
N, + N, = dim(T,(r) $ ({p,, -~~}))/e(t)). Define an operator Vt from 
(V- l(O))* into CN2+N2 by 
V+({t?, C}) = [W) + (car 0,Xr~n-,J.s-lo9 
fi’(b) - kb, 0 IXrcn-ldWG aI, (2.5 > 
where {U; v’} = {ph, T+h + e,ci + 8,cb} + {p,a’, -p,a’} with h E Bc-‘(i), 
c,,cbECr,aEGN2. 
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PROPOSITION 2.1. Assume V in (2.3) is onto. Then 
(I) %* = 
I 
{,u,,, r+h + e,c:, + ebc:} + @,a’, --~,a’}1 
h E By-‘(i), c,, cb E G’, a E CNz such that 
V+({p,, s+h + O,c:, + O,c;} + {,~~a’, --,~~a’}) CT 
+ Dh*[xI.xrl~~+a~b(dlll)*[xI,x~l=OIX~N,+NI~ J 7 a n I 
where 
c, = (i9(u)> i (49’(b)) i (-iI& ((N, + NJ x (N, + N,)). 
(II) Define 
where the sum is direct. In particular, the following are equivalent: 
(i) g is closed. 
(ii) iPf is an operator. 
(iii) g(pl*) is w*-dense. 
Proof: (I). Take X,=X,=Q(i), B= V, B+= V+,C=C,, ,y= [x*,x2], 
A=O,N=2rn+N,. 
Now use Proposition 2.1 of [5], and simplify the result using the 
description for c(t) in Theorem 10.3 of [2]. 
(II) Take {f, g) E iPT = *(gl*). Then for all {U; v’} E g*, 
I” (du”)* g = /*(dG)*J 
(1 a 
(*I 
Let Q be the linear span of the columns of [x1,x2]. 
Then (*) is true, in particular, for {zi, u’} in q(t)n {{q, 0} 1 q E Q}‘. It 
follows from (*) that 
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for some a E CN1, /3 E CN2, y E G?‘“(i). This together with (*) imply that 
9; = { { y, ry + ix, a’ + ix& I Y E g”(i), 
a E CN1, j3 E CN2 such that -[a, p] + V({ y, ry}) EM’}. 
This is equivalent o the description for 9; in the theorem. That (i) o (iii) 
follows from Corollary, p. 15 of [2]. (i) * (ii) is trivial. (ii) * (i) follows 
immediately from the description of 9;. This completes the proof. 
We remark here that by an indirect method we will show later that g is 
closed (Theorem 2.3 below). 
Let 
s = dim P:(O). 
Thus s < N, + N,. Let R be an s x (N, + N,) constant matrix such that each 
row of R is in A??‘- and the s columns of [x, ,x2] (iR)* form a basis for 





Then for all {r& 5) E (V-‘(O)*, x E P’;(O), 
I” (dzZ)*x= (j* (dQ)*x)‘(L.R j; [x1,xzI* dc). 
a a 
(2.7) 
Let W: and W: be the r X d matrices with their columns in NBV(i) such that 
i 
b {(dW;)*W, + (dW;)*W,} =I,. (2.8) 
a 
Let ’ W: and ’ Wz be the r x d+ matrices whose columns are in SF(;) such 
that 
I * {(dW:)*‘W: + (W;)*‘W;}=I,+. (2.9) a 
Then for w = {IV,, w2} E ?F, w+ = {w:, w:} E %P”+, 
wk = W, 
I 
* {(d’W,)*w, + (d’W,)*w,}, 
a 
(k = 1, 2), (2.10) 
w+ = w+ 
k k I 
* {(‘W:)* dw: + (‘WC)* dw:}, (k= 1,2). (2.11) 
a 
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Let C be the N X N (NE 2m + N, + s + d + d+) invertible matrix defined 
by 
c = L”+N2 i (--iZ,) i (-4q) i (-C’ZJ. (2.11) 
Define operators 
IP;/wAc N L (v-‘(o))* i w+ 
by 
U{.h%Yy+X) + {Wl9%1) 
= [ V((Y, VI), (,,” (d”)*x)‘,J-; {(d’w,)*w, + (d’w,)*w,K 
(2.13) 
I” {(‘w:)* dw: + (‘w,‘)* dw:]‘], (2.14) 
a 
for {zi, v’} E (V-‘(O))*, {w: , w: } E W+. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Assume that V in (2.3) is onto. Then 
(I) For all y E g’“(i), x E P:(O), {wl, wz} E W, {u’, v’} E (V-‘(O))*, 
{w:, w: } E “W+ we have 
(D (d(u’ + w:))*(% y + x + w*) -lb (d(v” + w:))*(y + w,) 
a (1 
=~u({y,~~y+x}+ {wl,w*}c(u+{u;~}+ {w:, w:})>*. 
(II) U is a bounded linear operator from 9: i W onto CN whose kernel 
is V-'(0)n *W+. U+ is a w*-continuous linear operator from 
(V-‘(O))* i W+ onto CN whose kernel is PI* n W. 
(III) dim($ 4 ?Y”)/( V-'(O) n *ZQ"+) =2m + N2 + s + d + d+. 
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Proof: To show(I), use (2.7)-(2.11). Part (II) is clear except the 
ontoness. We will show this. 
Suppose that /I,, &, &, p4 are 1 x (2m + N2), 1 x s, 1 x d and 1 x d+ 
constant vectors such that 
o=(u+({u’+w:, fi+ w:~))(P*~8*~P3~P‘Jf 
= V’({zz u’)) CT + 
( P 






,b {(w:)* dw: + (‘Iv,+)* dw:}‘p; (*I 
for all {& fl} E (V-‘(O))*,{w:, w:} E ZV”‘. Taking w: = wl = 0 and 
{U; C} E q*, we see that 
1 W,PT9 W,PT 1 E 3 
and so pj = OIXd as 9; nw= (0). Taking w: = 0, w: = 0 in (*), we see 
that 
+ +j; [x,.x*1*+:=0 (**) 
for all {u, V} E (V-‘(O))*. In particular, Ji (dzZ)*([xi, x2] /I: - 
;[xi,xJR*/?T) = 0 for all IE g(q(t)). Since g(c(r)) is w*-dense 
(Theorem 10.3 of [2]), it follows that 
[Xl9X2lPT -~k,,x*l R*P2* =a 
Returning to (**) with this, we see that 
V’({C, ?7}) c:p: = 0, all {u, u} E (V-‘(O))*. 
We can show easily that V+ is onto CZrn+N2.Thus pi = OlxCZmfN1,. NOW 
taking w: = WC = 0 in (*), 
P4 j” Lx ,,xz]* du’=O, all {u’, v’} E (V-‘(O))*. 
a 
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Then [x1,x2] R*@ =0 as G9(V-‘(0)) *contains a w*-dense linear manifold. 
Hence /I2 =OIxs. Returning to (*) again, 
P, (i,” 1( ‘w:)* dw: + (‘w;)* dw:} ) = 0, all {w:, w:} E 5V”+. 
This implies that /I4 = O,,,,. Hence Q+ is onto. Similarly we can show that 
0 is onto. Part (III) is an immediate consequence of (I) and (II). This 
completes the proof. 
THEOREM 2.3. Assume that V in (2.3) is onto. Then PI is closed, or 
equivalently, B (L$*) is w*-dense. 
ic;= {Y,pY +x1 lYEQ”(i),xEY:(0),jb(dn)*x=O,,,I. 
I a 
Thus g is closed by Theorem 1.7 of [5] together with Proposition 2.2. This 
completes the proof. 
We now note in view of the above theorem that 
s E dim YPf(O) = 0 
provided that V is onto. 
Define operations r on U”(i) @ Gd,and r+ on BVf-‘(I’) 0 C’@ C’@ 
CN2 @ Cd as follows: 
r+(h, C,, cb, a, 8’) 
=p,, L[K’(a)B(a) + (c,, 0 w(n-J* +~b~:dhd~ + (&)a*)/ a 
+ PI, I 
‘j-lit(b) s(b) + (cb, 0 1X~ol-d1* +/I xA(6ds + (d&a*) -I 





a* + W’,(a) c$ - w’,(b) cb* 
+ jb { flhds - fld(z+h)} + jb { fl dW: - c dW:}@+)*} 
a a 
- iP,@+)*, (2.15) 
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for h E BV:-l(i), c,, cb E C’, a E F2, 6+ E Gd+; 
+6T*,6*+4T4 b{(dW:)*~y-(dw~)*y), I (2.16) a 
for y E gfl(i),S E Cd. 
Now if we let X, =X, = c(i), T, =g i ZF, T, = (V-‘(O))*n *wfi”‘+, 
N=2m+N,+d+d+,B=U,Bt=Ut,Cas(2.12)andPandPasinthe 
beginning of this section, then in view of Proposition 2.2, the Theorems 1.1 
and 1.2 are applicable. In this case r originated from k*u* and Z+ 
originated from PC(F)*. Following theorems are simplified versions of 
Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 adapted to our present situation. These are the main 
results of this paper. 
THEOREM 2.4. Assume that V in (2.3) is onto. Suppose that z E S((i”l), 
w2 E 979’) and y E G”. Then we have the following: 
(I) If (NBP) has a solution { y, { W, 6’, W, S’} } in ‘Z’“(i) 0 w, then 
I 
b 
h*(z + w2) ds + E 
a 
lb W/d*@ + ~2) + m(” (dW:)*(z + ~2) 
(I a 
= y(PP*)-‘r+(h, c,, cb, a, S’), 
for all h E BV:-l(i), a E UZN2, 6+ E cd+, c, E 6’, cb E C’ such that 
i (-l)k[(P:h)‘k-l’(s) - (p:h)‘k-“(a)] 
+ 
i 
bp;(X) h(x) dx + e,(s) cf, + 6,(s) cf, 
a 
=pl(s) a’- w,+(s)(a+)‘, all s E [a, b], 
and 
i [@2) 22(a) + (c, 10 IXro--l~)l* + Jb ,&@ds + (Q,) a*> (1 
=pt(PP*)-‘T+(h, C,, cb, GI, s’), 
4.-R’(b) -9(b) + (co, 0 lxrwJl* +Jab x:z(zds + (44 a*) 
(2.17) 













b (fldW: Wf)(S+)* + w,(u) c,* - W’,(b) c: 
(I I 
= Pf(PP*)-‘r+(h, c,, cb, a, a+), 
-;(d+)* = P:(PP*)-‘r+(h, ca, cb, a, 6+). 
(2.20) 
(2.2 1) 
(II) Assume further that 
(9(% + m)’ = g(i), 
dim.K(gl +m + dimX(c(t) + ((p2,-cll}) $ F’) 
= 2m + N, + d + d’. 
Then 
(i) If the conclusion of (I) holds, then (NBP) has a solution in 
g’“(i) @ %7 
(ii) If m = dim .A’“(Y, + w) and dim M(T) = 0. then (NBP) has a 
unique solution, where 
T= {Y+W,~‘,~~Y+ W~6’}~y~Q”(i),6~C~suchthat 
I 
f’,, J%d + J’,,J%) + P, lb {(&)*y + (dpz)*zy} 
a 
+ J’, 6* + P, 
P 
{(dW:)*P1y - (dW,+)*y} = O,,, . 
(1 I 
Remark 2.3. We can compute easily (Remark 1.1) that 
T” = {{,+ +,&a’+ w;@+)‘,t; +t&&+&,C:,-&d 
+ W:(P)‘} 1 h E BI/“:-‘(i), c, E C, 
cb E C’, a E CNZ, 6+ E Cd’ satisfying (2.17)-(2.21)). 
THEOREM 2.5. Assume that V in (2.3) is onto. Let z E NBV(i), 
wt E W(SV”+), YE C” be given. Then we have the following: 
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(I) Zf (NBP)+ has a solution, then 
I 
b 
- y*d(z+w:)+6 ivy d(z + w:> = iy”(M*)-‘r(y, 6) 
a 
for all y E F”(i), 6 E Cd such that 
(VW) + L.x,(s).W 
b + ix*(s) J i(&,)*Y + wP*)*~Y} a 
+ W*(s) 6’ = o,, 1, all s E [a, b], 
and 
Pf, (PP* ) - ‘T( y, 6) = y’(a), 
&(m*) - ‘z-( y, S) = F(b), 





@(PP*)-‘z-(y, S) = a*, 




(II) Assume further that 
(9(% + W)’ = g(i), 
dimJtT(~~/+dim(Jt’(7$(r)+(&,-p,)/W+) 
=2rn+N,+d+d+. 
Then we have 
(i) Zf the conclusion of (I) holds, then (NBP)+ has a solution. 
(ii) If 
and dimX(*?) = 0, then (NBP)+ has a unique solution where 
F= 
1 
{,u,, +p,a’+ W:(d+)‘, s+h + e,cI, 
+ 8,~; --pIa + l-V:@+)‘} 1 h E BV:-l(i), 
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+ P, -’ 
a 




,d { W: dW: - fl dW,+} (a+)* + W;(a) c:, - w’,(b) c; 
1 
+P,(S’)* =ofix, . I 
Remark 2.4. *i+ is written as (see Remark 1.2) 
*~={{y+W,6’,~,y+ W,6’}1yEg?“(i),6ECd, 
satisfying (2.22)-(2.26)}. 
Let Y(t) be the r x rn matrix in E’“(i) such that rY = OrXrn on [a, b], and 
C(b) = I,, , where I;(t) is the m x m matrix 
Let D(t) be the m x m matrix obtained from C-‘(t) by removing its first 
r(n - 1) columns. Let z E g(i) be given. Then 5$ y = z, y E F’“(i) if and 
only if there exists a,, E C’” such that 
y(t) = Y(t) ai + Y(t) 1’ D(x)p; ‘(x) Z(X) dx 
(I 
- iY(t) ’ D(x)p;‘(x)x,(x) dxY(i) 
I a 
- iY(l) j-fW~,loil,Wd~jh (%)*u + (&)*v). (2.17) 
D a 
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Here D satisfies that Y”O(t)D =OrXr, a <t < 6, 0 <k < n - 2, and 





0 2mx I 
rt(z) = 
jb (clIuz)*z + I* W,)*(s) [Y(s) I' W)P,'(X) 4x> dx] ' 
a (1 a 
Then (after taking a, = 0), (2.27) is solvable in y if and only if 
M (,; ,,,)*: (dp2)*ryJ =qtz) 
is solvable in y(i) and lt {(dp,)*y + (dp2)*ry}. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. (I) For z E q(i), PI y = z has a solution y E g?“(i) if 
and only if rank A4 = rank [M, q(z)]. 
(11) If 
for all x [a, b], then 9(g) = V(i). 
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(III) X(C(7)) = {p* 1 h E SPyi), Jg-Iy’(Pp2)“’ 3 O,,,}. 
(IV) O-Xl = %XZ,tl, PC12 = %N2’ h?n 
.9(g1) = g(i), dim A”(Fi) = rn, 
dim-fl(G(7) -i- ({pu,, -PI})) = m +N,. 
ProoJ: Part (I) follows from (2.28). If the condition in (II) holds, then a 
simple calculation shows that q(z) = 0 for all z E 5?‘(i). Thus 9(9i) = SF(i) 
by (I). Clearly the right in (III) is contained in the left. Let h E B?:-‘(i) 
such that 
7+h+e,c:,+e*C:,=o,,,. 
Then we see that c, = cI, = O,, r. This equation implies that h E gn(u, b]), 
and 
$ (-l)j(P,*h)o’(s) = OrX, for all 5 E [a, b]. 
This proves (III). Suppose now x1 = OIXzm and pz = OTXN2. Then rank 
A4 = 2rn + N,, and so 9(9,) = U(i). Since det A4 # 0, it follows from (2.27) 
together with (2.28) that dim.J’“(q) = rn. Now 
CE.q37) i ({0,--p,})> 
if and only if u’= G,,, (h E BVF’:-‘(i)), and 
7+h + e,c:, + e,c; =plc.ff 
for some c,, cb E C’,a E CN (See (i) of Theorem 10.3 of [2]). Since 
.3(7$(t)) = NBC(i) (Theorem 10.3 of [2]), and dimM(c(7)) = rn, it 
follows that dimA’(Q(7) + ((0, -pi})) = rn + N,. This completes the 
proof. 
3. EXAMPLES 
We will consider a special case of Theorem 2.5 when x1 = OrXZm, 
c(2 = %N*’ dim ?Y= dim YY+ = 0, and that the N, columns of pi are 
linearly independent, pi(b) =pi(b-) = O,,, . Thus by Remark 2.2 and 
Proposition 2.6, the map in (2.3) is onto CZmrN2, 
.%‘(pl) = q(i), dim.H(pi) + dim(e(7) i ((0, -,ui})) = 2rn + N,. 
Thus Theorem 2.5 is applicable. 
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EXAMPLE 1 (first order case). Take n = 1, P, =I,. Let p,I,p12 and P, 
be rii x f, fi x r and iii X N, constant matrices uch that p= [p, 1, P,,, P2] is 
of rank 4. Let z E NBV(I’), 7 E Cc’ be given. Then the problem 
-h(s) + h(a) + (P;(x) h(x) dx + f+,(s)& + O,(s) c:, 
a 
- ,u,(s)a’ = z(s), all s E [a, b], and subject to the conditions 
ip, ,(h’(a) + c,)* + &,(-h’(b) + q,)* 
+P, (a*+l;x;6dx)=y 
hasasolution (h,c,,cb,a} with hEB~(i),c,ECi,c,EcCi,aECNzifand 
only if 
I b y* dz = ;$,(y) a 
for ally E V’ ([a, b]). such that 
Y’(S) + PRY + Ms) jb (dp,)*y = 0,,1v all s E [a, b], 
a 
where 
Suppose now that F1 E C’, y2 E C’, F3 E CN2 are given. As a special case of 
the above we have the following: The problem 
= z(s), all s E [a, b], 
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has a solution h E B@([a, b]) if and only if 
for all y E i”‘([a, b)] such that 
Y’(S) +P&)Y + ;xz(s) f WJ*y = Or, 13 all s E [a, b]. 
a 
EXAMPLE 2 (second order case). Assume n = 2, P, = I,, P, = OrXr. 
Then 
Let z E NBV(i), YE C’ be given. Let P, 1, pL2, P, be the 6 X 2r, 6 X 2r, 
2 x N, constant matrices such that BE [P,, , p12, Pz] is of rank 6. The 
problem 
h’(s) - h(s) - h’(a) + h(a) + f P:(x) h(x) dx 
a 
+ e,(s) c:, + e,(s) c; - ,i&(s) d = z(s), all s E [a, b], 
and subject to the conditions 
ip, ,(-h”(a) + c,, h’(a))* + &(h”(b) + cb, -h’(b))* 
+P* (a* + j:&+jT 
has a solution {h, c,, cb , a) with h E B Vi< [a, b]), c, E C’, cb E G’, a E CNz if 
and only if 
P 
y* dz = ;&(y) 
a 
for ally E @([a, b]) such that 
Y”(S) + p,,(s) Y + ixz(s) I” (dp,)*y = O,, 19 all s E [a, b], 
cu*(o; Y’*(a))‘= 17TJ,(Y), 
(y*(b), y’*(b))‘= &C(Y), 
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where 
LetRbearii,XN,matrixofrankrii,.Let~,,~,and~~belxr,lxrand 
1 x +zi, constant vectors. Then as a special case of the above we have the 
following: The problem 
h’(s) -h(s) - h’(a) + ;$j$ + 1” p;(x) h(x) dx 
a 
+ O,(s)@‘(a) + ;$) + &(s) C; - P,(S)d 
= z(s), all s E [a, b], 
and subject to the conditions 
h(a) = ;z, R (a*fl]PX:hdx)=s, 
has a solution {h, cb, a} with h E BV:([a, b]), cb E C’, a E CN2 if and on& if 
i b Y* dz = 4y”, Y(U) + 5 Y’(U) + 153P’) ll 
for ally E g”( [a, b]) such that there exist /3 E CN2 satisfying 
Y”(S) + P,(S)Y + &(S)(PR)’ = %X1, all s E [a, b], 
P W,)*y = CM)‘, cl 
y(b)=y’@)=O,,,. 
As a special case of the above we have the following: Let Q, and Q2 be 
m, x r and m, X r constant matrices of ranks m, and m,, respectively. Let y1 
and yz be 1 x m, and 1 X m2 constant vector. Then the problem 
h’(s) - h(s) - h’(a) + h(u) + ,f p:(x) h(x) dx 
a 
+ B,(s) h’(a) - f&,(s) h’(b) + P,(S) jhx) 4x1 dx 
a 
= z(s), all s E [a, b], 
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and the subject to the conditions 
Q,&(a) = - 14, Q&) = r:, 
has a solution h E BV,‘( [a, b] if and only if 
.b 
1 Y* dz = (r, aT + ~24) a 
for ally E W’( [a, b]) such that there exist a, E Cm’, a, E Cm* satisfying 
Y”(S) +P&)Y + x26) f Wl)*y = Or, 13 all s E [a, b], 
(1 
y’(a) = (a, QJ', y’(b) = (a, Q,>'. 
Remark. The essential difference between the first order case and the 
second order case is that one can not impose conditions at h(a) and h(b) for 
the first order case, while one can impose conditions there for the second 
order case. 
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